Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 16

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. more than enough
3. No one has been able to explain it.
6. grassland
8. the lower land between mountains
9. a small red fruit with a hard pit
10. I'll be fine, so don't ___ about me.
13. in need of food
15. tune
17. The spilled honey made the floor ___.
19. twenty times four
22. It is similar to jam.
25. something newly found or learned
26. flaming
27. a lane between the backs of buildings
28. forming curves or ringlets

Down
2. a popular bird at Thanksgiving
3. jolly
4. wishing for what someone else has
5. full of stars
7. opposite of full
9. Smoke goes up through it.
11. responsibility
12. sleepy
14. a game on ice or field
16. firm
18. damage
20. kindness toward those under one's power
21. a story on film or video
23. longing for company
24. every day